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Computational Model for the One-Way Quantum Computer:

Concepts and Summary

Robert Raussendorf, and Hans J. Briegel
Sektion Physik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, Germany

The one-way quantum computer (QCC) is a universal scheme of quantum computation consisting
only of one-qubit measurements on a particular entangled multi-qubit state, the cluster state. The
computational model underlying the QC

C
is different from the quantum logic network model and

it is based on different constituents. It has no quantum register and does not consist of quantum
gates. The QC

C
is nevertheless quantum mechanical since it uses a highly entangled cluster state as

the central physical resource. The scheme works by measuring quantum correlations of the universal
cluster state.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computational models play a twofold role in
the development of quantum information science. On the
theoretical side, they provide the framework in which
mathematical concepts such as a “computation” or an
“algorithmic procedure” become connected to the laws of
physics. Basic notions of computer science such as “com-
putational complexity” or ‘logical depth” are usually de-
rived with reference to such a model. On the practical
side, computational models can have a strong influence
on the design of actual experiments that try to realize a
quantum computer in the laboratory.

The first model of a quantum computer, the quantum
Turing machine (QTM) introduced by Deutsch [1] and
further developed by Bernstein and Vazirani [2], connects
a computation to a unitary transformation on the Hilbert
space spanned by all possible “configurations” of the ma-
chine. Unlike its classical analog, it can be in a coher-
ent superposition of many different configurations at the
same time, which allows for the interference of different
computational paths during a computation. This distinct
feature of the QTM has opened the room for the inven-
tion of more efficient (quantum) algorithms that make
use of interference effects.

On the other hand, most proposals for implementing
a quantum computer in real physical systems do not fol-
low the model of a quantum Turing machine. The design
of most of todays experiments follow instead the model
of a quantum logic network (QLN) [3],[4]. Although it
was shown to be computationally equivalent to the QTM
[3],[4], this model has been used more commonly in both
theoretical and experimental investigations. The notion
of quantum gates makes it much simpler to formulate
quantum algorithms in the network language and most
of the quantum algorithms that one knows of today –
including Shor’s celebrated factoring algorithm [5]– have
been formulated within the network model. Furthermore,
the fact that universal sets of quantum gates can be real-
ized from only two-qubit interactions [6] has considerably
simplified the problem of identifying specific physical sys-
tems that are suitable [7] for quantum computation.

In both the QTM and the QLN model of a quantum
computer, unitary evolution plays a key role, even though

the way how such a unitary evolution is generated is quite
different. Recently, it has become clear that quantum
gates (and thus general unitary transformations) need
not be generated from a coherent Hamiltonian dynam-
ics. Instead several schemes [8]-[13] have been proposed
in which projective von Neumann measurements play a
constitutive role.

Recently, we introduced the scheme of the one-way
quantum computer [11]. This scheme uses a given en-
tangled state, the so-called cluster state [14], as its cen-
tral physical resource. The entire quantum computation
consists only of a sequence one-qubit projective measure-
ments on this entangled state. We called this scheme the
“one-way quantum computer” since the entanglement in
the cluster state is destroyed by the one-qubit measure-
ments and therefore it can only be used once. While it is
possible to simulate any unitary evolution with the one-
way quantum computer, the computational model of the
QCC makes no reference to the concept of unitary evolu-
tion. A quantum computation corresponds, instead, to
a sequence of simple projections in the Hilbert space of
the cluster state. The information that is processed is
extracted from the measurement outcomes and is thus a
purely classical quantity.

As we have shown in [11], any quantum logic net-
work can be simulated efficiently on the one-way quan-
tum computer. This shows that the one-way quantum
computer is, in fact, universal. Surprisingly, it turns
out that for many algorithms the simulation of a uni-
tary network can be parallelized to a higher degree than
the original network itself. As an example, circuits in the
Clifford group –which is generated by the CNOT-gates,
Hadamard-gates and π/2-phase shifts– can be performed
by a QCC in a single time step, i.e. all the measurements
to implement such a circuit can be carried out at the same
time. More generally, in a simulation of a quantum logic
network by a one-way quantum computer, the temporal
ordering of the gates of the network is transformed into
a spatial pattern of measurement bases for the individ-
ual qubits on the resource cluster state. For the temporal
ordering of the measurements there is, however, no coun-
terpart in the network model. Therefore, the question of
complexity of a quantum computation must be possibly
revisited.
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In the following we would like to give an introduction to
the computational model that describes information pro-
cessing with the one-way quantum computer. To stress
the importance of the cluster state for the scheme, we will
use the abbreviation QCC for “one-way quantum com-
puter”. The computational model underlying the QCC

has been described in a technical report in Ref. [15]. The
purpose of the present paper is to give a summary of
this model, concentrating on the concepts that we have
introduced to describe computation with the QCC . We
describe the objects that comprise the information pro-
cessed with the QCC and the temporal structure of this
processing. The reader who is interested in the details of
the derivations is referred to [15].

II. THE QC
C

AS A UNIVERSAL SIMULATOR

OF QUANTUM LOGIC NETWORKS

In this section, we give an outline of the universality
proof [11] for the QCC . To demonstrate universality we
show that the QCC can simulate any quantum logic net-
work efficiently. It shall be pointed out from the begin-
ning that the network model does not provide the most
suitable description for the QCC . Nevertheless, the net-
work model is the most widely used form of describing
a quantum computer and therefore the relation between
the network model and the QCC must be clarified.

For the one-way quantum computer, the entire re-
source for the quantum computation is provided initially
in the form of a specific entangled state –the cluster
state [14]– of a large number of qubits. Information is
then written onto the cluster, processed, and read out
from the cluster by one-particle measurements only. The
entangled state of the cluster thereby serves as a uni-
versal “substrate” for any quantum computation. Clus-
ter states can be created efficiently in any system with
a quantum Ising-type interaction (at very low tempera-
tures) between two-state particles in a lattice configura-
tion. More specifically, to create a cluster state |φ〉C , the
qubits on a cluster C are at first all prepared individually
in a state |+〉 = 1/

√
2(|0〉 + |1〉) and then brought into

a cluster state by switching on the Ising-type interaction
Hint for an appropriately chosen finite time span T . The
time evolution operator generated by this Hamiltonian
which takes the initial product state to the cluster state
is denoted by S.

The quantum state |φ〉C , the cluster state of a cluster
C of neighbouring qubits, provides in advance all entan-
glement that is involved in the subsequent quantum com-
putation. It has been shown [14] that the cluster state
|φ〉C is characterized by a set of eigenvalue equations

σ(a)
x

⊗

a′∈ngbh(a)

σ(a′)
z |φ〉C = (−1)κi |φ〉C , (1)

where ngbh(a) specifies the sites of all qubits that inter-
act with the qubit at site a ∈ C and κi ∈ {0, 1} for all

i ∈ C. The equations (1) are central for the proposed
computation scheme. Cluster states specified by differ-
ent sets {κi, i ∈ C} are local unitary equivalent, i.e. can
be transformed into each other by local unitary rotations
of single qubits, and are thus equally good for computa-
tion. In the following we will therefore confine ourselves
to the case of

κi = 0 ∀i ∈ C. (2)

It is important to realize here that information process-
ing is possible even though the result of every measure-
ment in any direction of the Bloch sphere is completely
random. The reason for the randomness of the measure-
ment results is that the reduced density operator for each
qubit in the cluster state is 1

21. While the individual mea-
surement results are irrelevant for the computation, the
strict correlations between measurement results inferred
from (1) are what makes the processing of quantum in-
formation on the QCC possible.

For clarity, let us emphasize that in the scheme of the
QCC we distinguish between cluster qubits on C which
are measured in the process of computation, and the log-
ical qubits. The logical qubits constitute the quantum
information being processed while the cluster qubits in
the initial cluster state form an entanglement resource.
Measurements of their individual one-qubit state drive
the computation.

quantum  gate

information  flow

FIG. 1: Simulation of a quantum logic network by measuring
two-state particles on a lattice. Before the measurements the
qubits are in the cluster state |φ〉C of (1). Circles ⊙ symbolize
measurements of σz, vertical arrows are measurements of σx,
while tilted arrows refer to measurements in the x-y-plane.

To process quantum information with this cluster, it
suffices to measure its particles in a certain order and in a
certain basis, as depicted in Fig. 1. Quantum information
is thereby propagated through the cluster and processed.
Measurements of σz-observables effectively remove the
respective lattice qubit from the cluster. Measurements
in the σx- (and σy-) eigenbasis are used for “wires”, i.e.
to propagate logical quantum bits through the cluster,
and for the CNOT-gate between two logical qubits. Ob-
servables of the form cos(ϕ)σx ± sin(ϕ)σy are measured
to realize arbitrary rotations of logical qubits. For these
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cluster qubits, the basis in which each of them is mea-
sured depends on the results of preceding measurements.
This introduces a temporal order in which the measure-
ments have to be performed. The processing is finished
once all qubits except a last one on each wire have been
measured. The remaining unmeasured qubits form the
quantum register which is now ready to be read out. At
this point, the results of previous measurements deter-
mine in which basis these “output” qubits need to be
measured for the final readout, or if the readout mea-
surements are in the σx-, σy- or σz-eigenbasis, how the
readout measurements have to be interpreted. Without
loss of generality, we assume in this paper that the read-
out measurements are performed in the σz-eigenbasis.

To understand the QCC in network model terms, in
the same way as we decompose networks into gates, we
would like to decompose a QCC-circuit as a simulator
of a quantum logic network into simulations of quan-
tum gates. This requires some adaption. First of all,
we need to identify a quantum input and -output. To
do so, we first modify the QCC-computation slightly and
later remove this modification again. The modification
is this: instead of creating a universal cluster state and
subsequently measuring it we now allow for read-in of
an arbitrary quantum input. Then, the modified proce-
dure consists of the following steps. 1) Prepare a state
|ψin〉I ⊗ (

⊗

j∈C\I |+〉j) where |ψin〉 is the input state pre-

pared on a subset of the cluster qubits I ⊂ C. 2) Entan-
gle the state via the unitary evolution S generated by the
Ising interaction. 3a) Measure all cluster qubits except
for those of the output register O ⊂ C. In this way, the
state |ψin〉 is teleported from I to O and at the same time
processed. 3b) Measure the qubits in the output register
O (readout).

Please note that for the “default input” |ψin〉I =
⊗

i∈I |+〉i this modified procedure is equivalent to the
original one. Then, steps 1 and 2 create a cluster state
(which could as well be created by any other method) and
steps 3a) and 3b) form the sequence of measurements. As
will be discussed in Section III, as long as the quantum
input is known it is sufficient to consider

⊗

i∈I |+〉i and
thus one-qubit measurements on cluster states.

Steps 1) - 3a) form the procedure to simulate some
unitary network applied to the quantum register. It is
decomposed into similar sub-procedures for gate simula-
tion: loading the input, entangling operation, measure-
ment of all but the output qubits. Provided the measure-
ment bases have been chosen appropriately, a procedure
of this type teleports a general input state from one part
of the cluster to another and thereby also processes it.

We explain the QCC as a succession of gate simula-
tions, i.e. as repeated steps of entangling operations
and measurements on sub-clusters. In reality, however,
a different scheme is realized, namely first all the clus-
ter qubits are entangled and second they are measured.
These to ways to proceed are mathematically equiva-
lent as has been demonstrated in [11]. The basic rea-
son for this equivalence is that, in the sequential picture,

CNOT-gate

Hadamard-gate π/2-phase gate

rotation

FIG. 2: Realization of the required gates on the QC
C
. CNOT-

gate between neighbouring qubits, the Hadamard gate, the
π/2 phase gate and the general rotation specified by the three
Euler angles ξ, η, ζ.

later entangling operations commute with earlier mea-
surements because they act on different particles. There-
fore, the order of operations can be interchanged such
that first all entangling operations and after that all mea-
surements are performed.

In the following we review two points of the univer-
sality proof for the QCC : the realization of the arbitrary
one-qubit rotation as a member of the universal set of
gates, and the effect of the randomness of the individual
measurement results and how to account for them. For
the realization of a CNOT-gate see Fig. 2 and [11].

An arbitrary rotation UR ∈ SU(2) can be achieved
in a chain of 5 qubits. Consider a rotation in its Euler
representation

UR(ξ, η, ζ) = Ux(ζ)Uz(η)Ux(ξ), (3)

where the rotations about the x- and z-axis are Ux(α) =

exp
(

−iασx

2

)

and Uz(α) = exp
(

−iασz

2

)

. Initially, the

first qubit is in some state |ψin〉, which is to be rotated,
and the other qubits are in |+〉. After the 5 qubits are
entangled by the time evolution operator S generated by
the Ising-type Hamiltonian, the state |ψin〉 can be rotated
by measuring qubits 1 to 4. At the same time, the state is
also transfered to site 5. The qubits 1 . . . 4 are measured
in appropriately chosen bases, viz.

Bj(ϕj) =

{ |0〉j + eiϕj |1〉j√
2

,
|0〉j − eiϕj |1〉j√

2

}

(4)

whereby the measurement outcomes sj ∈ {0, 1} for j =
1 . . . 4 are obtained. Here, sj = 0 means that qubit j is
projected into the first state of Bj(ϕj). In (4) the basis
states of all possible measurement bases lie on the equa-
tor of the Bloch sphere, i.e. on the intersection of the
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Bloch sphere with the x − y-plane. Therefore, the mea-
surement basis for qubit j can be specified by a single pa-
rameter, the measurement angle ϕj . The measurement
direction of qubit j is the vector on the Bloch sphere
which corresponds to the first state in the measurement
basis Bj(ϕj). Thus, the measurement angle ϕj is equal
to the angle between the measurement direction at qubit
j and the positive x-axis. For all of the gates constructed
so far, the cluster qubits are either –if they are not re-
quired for the realization of the circuit– measured in σz,
or –if they are required– measured in some measurement
direction in the x− y-plane. In summary, the procedure
to implement an arbitrary rotation UR(ξ, η, ζ), specified
by its Euler angles ξ, η, ζ, is this: 1. measure qubit 1
in B1(0); 2. measure qubit 2 in B2 (−(−1)s1ξ); 3. mea-
sure qubit 3 in B3 (−(−1)s2η); 4. measure qubit 4 in
B4 (−(−1)s1+s3ζ). In this way the rotation U ′

R is real-
ized:

U ′
R(ξ, η, ζ) = UΣUR(ξ, η, ζ). (5)

The random byproduct operator

UΣ = σs2+s4
x σs1+s3

z (6)

can be corrected for at the end of the computation, as
explained next.

The randomness of the measurement results does not
jeopardize the function of the circuit. Depending on the
measurement results, extra rotations σx and σz act on
the output qubits of every implemented gate, as in (5),
for example. By use of the propagation relations

UR(ξ, η, ζ)σs
zσ

s′

x =

σs
zσ

s′

x UR((−1)sξ, (−1)s′

η, (−1)sζ),
(7)

CNOT(c, t)σ
(t)
z

st

σ
(c)
z

sc

σ
(t)
x

s′
t

σ
(c)
x

s′
c

=

σ
(t)
z

st

σ
(c)
z

sc+st

σ
(t)
x

s′
c+s′

t

σ
(c)
x

s′
c

CNOT(c, t),
(8)

these extra rotations can be pulled through the network
to act upon the output state. There they can be ac-
counted for by properly interpreting the σz-readout mea-
surement results.

The propagation relations for the general rotations and
for the CNOT gate, respectively, are different in the fol-
lowing respect. In the propagation relation for the CNOT
gate the gate remains unchanged and the byproduct oper-
ator is modified. For rotations this is in general not possi-
ble if one demands that the byproduct operator must re-
main in the Pauli group, which is essential. Therefore, in
the propagation relations for rotations the gate changes
and the byproduct operator remains unmodified. This is
the origin of adaptive measurement bases and thus the
temporal structure of QCC-algorithms.

The reason why the propagation relation for the CNOT
gate takes the form (8) is that it is in the Clifford group,
the normalizer of the Pauli group, which means that a
Pauli operator is mapped onto a Pauli operator under

conjugation with any Clifford group element. There are
also local rotations in the Clifford group, among them
the Hadamard transformation and the π/2-phase gate.
These rotations can be simulated more efficiently than
by the procedure for general rotations described above.
To see this, note that the measurement bases B(ϕ) and
B(−ϕ) in (4) coincide for angles ϕ = 0 and for ϕ = ±π/2.
For ϕ = 0 the measurement basis B(ϕ) is the eigenbasis
of σx, and for ϕ = ±π/2 the measurement basis B(ϕ)
is the eigenbasis of σy. In these cases, the choice of
the measurement basis is not influenced by the results
of measurements at other qubits. The Hadamard gate
and the π/2 phase shift are such rotations. As displayed
in Fig. 2, they are both realized by performing a pat-
tern of σx- and σy-measurements on the cluster C. The
byproduct operators which are thereby created are

UΣ,H = σs1+s3+s4
x σs2+s3

z

UΣ,Uz(π/2) = σs2+s4
x σs1+s2+s3+1

z .
(9)

Owing to the fact that the Hadamard- and the π/2-phase
gate are in the Clifford group, the propagation relations
for these rotations can also be written in a form resem-
bling the propagation relation (8) for the CNOT-gate

H σx
sxσz

sz = σx
szσz

sx H,
Uz(π/2)σx

sxσz
sz = σx

sxσz
sx+sz Uz(π/2).

(10)

As stated above, the measurement bases to implement
the Hadamard- and the π/2-phase gate require no adjust-
ment since only operators σx and σy are measured. The
same holds for the implementation of the CNOT gate,
see Fig. 2. Thus, all the Hadamard-, π/2-phase- and
CNOT-gates of a quantum circuit can be implemented
simultaneously in the first measurement round with no
regard to their location in the network. In particular,
quantum circuits which consist only of such gates, i.e.
circuits in the Clifford group, can be realized in a single
time step. As an example, many circuits for coding and
decoding are in the Clifford group.

The fact that quantum circuits in the Clifford group
can be realized in a single time step has previously not
been known for networks. The best upper bound on the
logical depth known so far scales logarithmically with the
number of logical qubits [16]. One might therefore won-
der whether the QCC is more efficient than a quantum
computer realized as a quantum logic network. This is
not the case in so far as both the quantum logic net-
work computer and the QCC can simulate each other ef-
ficiently. The fact that each quantum logic network can
be simulated on the QCC has been shown in [11]. The
converse is also true because a resource cluster state of
arbitrary size can be created by a quantum logic network
of constant logical depth. Furthermore, the subsequent
one-qubit measurements are within the set of standard
tools employed in the network scheme of computation.
In this sense, the operation of the QCC can be cast en-
tirely in network language.

However, while the network model comprises the
means that are used in a computation on a QCC , it
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cannot describe how they have to be used. In particu-
lar, in the above construction –where a QCC simulating
a quantum logic network is itself simulated by a more
complicated network– the temporal order of the measure-
ments and the rules to adapt the measurement bases are
not provided with the network description. But without
this additional information the network to simulate the
QCC is incomplete.

It should be noted that a link between the degree of
parallelization of unitary operations and the logical depth
of a quantum algorithm does not exist a priori. It is es-
tablished only if quantum computation is identified with
unitary evolution. The network model allows statements
about how much one can parallelize networks composed
of unitary gates. As an example, two unitary gates U1, U2

cannot be performed in parallel if they do not commute.
For simulations of such gates with the QCC , however,
this general restriction does not apply: The simulations
of two non-commuting gates can still be parallelized if
the gates are in the Clifford group.

With this observation we complete the survey of the
universality proof [11] for the QCC . To summarize, for
simulation of a quantum logic network on a one-way
quantum computer, a set of universal gates can be re-
alized by one-qubit measurements and the gates can be
combined to circuits. Due to the randomness of the re-
sults of the individual measurements, extra byproduct
operators occur. These byproduct operators specify how
the readout of the simulated quantum register has to be
interpreted. Also, they influence the bases of the one-
qubit measurements.

In this section we have described the QCC as a simula-
tor of quantum logic networks. We adopted all the net-
work notions such as the “quantum register” and “quan-
tum gates”. We have found an additional structure, the
byproduct operator, which keeps track of the random-
ness introduced by the measurements. In a network-like
description of the QCC , the byproduct operator appears
as some unwanted extra complication that has to be and
fortunately can be handled. In the next section we will
point out in which respect the description of the QCC as
a network simulator is not adequate and in Section IV
we will present a different computational model for the
QCC . For this model it will turn out that the byproduct
operators form, in fact, the central quantities of informa-
tion processing with the QCC , and that the “quantum
register” and the “quantum gates” disappear.

III. NON-NETWORK CHARACTER OF THE

QCC

In the network model of quantum computation one
usually regards the state of a quantum register as the
carrier of information. The quantum register is prepared
in some input state and processed to some output state
by applying a suitable unitary transformation composed
of quantum gates. Finally, the output state of the quan-

tum register is measured by which the classical readout
is obtained.

In this section we explain why the notions of “quantum
input” and “quantum output” have no genuine mean-
ing for the QCC if we restrict ourselves to the situation
where the quantum input state is known. Shor’s fac-
toring algorithm [5] and Grover’s data base search al-
gorithm [17] are both examples of such a situation. In
these algorithms one always starts with the input state
⊗n

i=1 1/
√

2(|0〉i + |1〉i) = |+ +...+〉. Other scenarios are
conceivable, e.g. where an unknown quantum input is
processed and the classical result of the computation is
retransmitted to the sender of the input state; or the un-
measured network output register state is retransmitted.
These scenarios would lead only to minor modifications in
the computational model. How to process an unknown
quantum state has been briefly discussed in Section II
but is not in the focus of this paper. So, let us assume
that the quantum input is known. There it is sufficient
to discuss the situation where an input state |++..+〉I is
read in on some subset I ⊂ C of the cluster C. Any other
known input state can be created on the cluster from
the standard quantum state | + +..+〉, by some circuit
preceding the main one.

Reading in an input state
⊗

i∈I |+〉i means to prepare
the state S[

⊗

i∈I |+〉i ⊗ (
⊗

j∈C\I |+〉j)] = |φ〉C , i.e. to

prepare nothing but a cluster state. The cluster state
|φ〉C is a universal resource, no input dependent informa-
tion specifies it. In this sense, the QCC has no quantum
input.

Similarly, the QCC has no quantum output. Of course,
the final result of any computation –including quantum
computations– is a classical number, but for the quantum
logic network the state of the output register before the
readout measurements plays a distinguished role. For
the QCC this is not the case, there are just cluster qubits
measured in a certain order and basis. The measurement
outcomes contribute all to the result of the computation.

We have identified subsets I, O on the cluster C –I
for the subset of the cluster which simulates the quan-
tum register in its input state and O to simulate the
quantum register in its output state– only to make the
QCC suitable for a description in terms of the network
model. Such a terminology is not required for the QCC a
priori. It is not even appropriate: if, to perform a partic-
ular algorithm on the QCC , a quantum logic network is
implemented on a cluster state there is a subset of cluster
qubits which play the role of the output register. These
qubits are not the final ones to be measured, but among
the first (!).

As we have seen, the measurement outcomes from all
the cluster qubits contribute to the result of the compu-
tation. The qubits from O ⊂ C simulate the output state
of the quantum register and thus contribute directly. The
cluster qubits in the set I ⊂ C simulate the input state of
the quantum register and the outcomes obtained in their
measurement contribute via the accumulated byproduct
operator that is required to interpret the readout mea-
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surements on O. Finally, the qubits in the section M ⊂ C
of the cluster by whose measurements the quantum gates
are simulated also contribute via the byproduct operator.

Naturally there arises the question whether there is any
difference in the way how measurements of cluster qubits
in I, O or M contribute to the final result of the compu-
tation. As shown in [15], it turns out that there is none.
This is why we abandon the notions of quantum input
and quantum output altogether from the description of
the QCC .

IV. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

Quantum gates are not constitutive elements of the
QCC ; these are instead one-qubit measurements per-
formed in a certain temporal order and in a spatial pat-
tern of adaptive measurement bases. The most efficient
temporal order of the measurements does not follow from
the temporal order of the simulated gates in the network
model. Therefore, a set of rules is required by which the
optimal order of measurements can be inferred. Gener-
ally, for circuits which involve a vast number of measure-
ments and subsequent conditional processing, it becomes
essential to have an additional structure to process the
classical information gained by the measurements. The
QCC provides such a structure - the information flow vec-
tor I(t) (see [15] and below). In fact, for the compu-
tational model of the QCC this classical binary-valued
quantity will turn out to be the central object for infor-
mation processing.

So let us take a step back and look what the QCC is.
On the quantum level, the QCC works by measuring
quantum correlations of the initial universal cluster state.
With the creation of the universal cluster state these
quantum correlations are provided before the computa-
tion starts. In contrast to the network model, they are
not created in a procedure specific to the computational
problem. Therefore, for the QCC there is no processing of
information on the quantum level. In this sense, besides
no quantum input and no quantum output, the QCC has
no quantum register either.

Central from the conceptual point of view but also vi-
tal for the practical realizability of the scheme is that the
quantum correlations of the cluster state can be mea-
sured qubit-wise. This requires a temporal ordering of
the measurements and adaptive measurement bases in ac-
cordance with previously obtained measurement results.
Thus there is processing at the classical level.

The general view of a QCC-computation is as follows.
The cluster C is divided into disjoint subsets Qt ⊂ C
with 0 ≤ t ≤ tmax, i.e.

⋃tmax

t=0 Qt = C and Qs ∩ Qt = ∅
for all s 6= t. The cluster qubits within each set Qt

can be measured simultaneously and the sets are mea-
sured one after another. The set Q0 consists of all those
qubits of which no measurement bases have to be ad-
justed, i.e. those of which the operator σx, σy or σz

is measured. This comprises all the redundant qubits,

FIG. 3: General scheme of the quantum computer via one-
qubit measurements. The sets Qt of lattice qubits are mea-
sured one after the other. The results of earlier measurements
determine the measurement bases of later ones. All classical
information from the measurement results needed to steer the
QCC is contained in the information flow vector I(t). After
the last measurement round tmax, I(tmax) contains the result
of the computation.

the qubits to implement the Clifford part of the circuit
and the qubits which simulate the network quantum out-
put. In the subsequent measurement rounds only opera-
tors of the form cosϕσx +± sinϕσy are measured where
|ϕ| < π/2, ϕ 6= 0. The measurement bases are adap-
tive in these rounds. The measurement outcomes from
the qubits in Q0 specify the measurement bases for the
qubits in Q1 which are measured in the second round,
those from Q0 and Q1 together specify the bases for the
measurements of the qubits in Q2 which are measured in
the third round, and so on. Finally, the result of the com-
putation is calculated from the measurement outcomes in
all the measurement rounds.

Now there arise two questions. First, “Given a quan-
tum algorithm, how can one find the measurement pat-
tern and in particular the temporal order in which the
measurements are performed?”. As for the measurement
pattern, apart from a few exceptions such as the quan-
tum Fourier transformation or the quantum adding cir-
cuit [18] presently we know no better than to straight-
forwardly simulate the network. Even then the optimal
temporal order of the measurements is, as stated before,
different from what one expects from the order of gates
in the quantum logic network. The discussion of tem-
poral complexity within the QCC will lead us to objects
such as the forward cones, the byproduct images and the
information flow vector [15] which will be briefly intro-
duced below. The second question is: “How complicated
is the required classical processing?”. In principle it could
be that all the obtained measurement results had to be
stored separately and the functions to compute the mea-
surement bases were so complicated that one would gain
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no advantage over the classical algorithm for the consid-
ered problem. This is not at all the case. If the network
algorithm runs on n qubits then the classical data that
the QCC has to keep track of is all contained in a 2n-
component binary valued vector, the information flow
vector I(t). The update of I(t), the calculation to adapt
the measurement bases of cluster qubits according to pre-
vious measurement outcomes and the final identification
of the computational result are all elementary.

Let us first discuss the temporal ordering of the mea-
surements. To understand how the sets Qt of simulta-
neously measurable qubits are constructed we introduce
the notion of forward cones. The forward cone fc(k) of a
cluster qubit k ∈ C is the set of all those cluster qubits
j ∈ C whose measurement basis B(ϕj,meas) depends on
the result sk of the measurement of qubit k after the
byproduct operator (Uk)

sk is propagated forward from
the output side of the gate for whose implementation the
cluster qubit was measured to the output side of the net-
work. See Fig. 4. Similarly, the backward cone bc(k)
of a cluster qubit k ∈ C whose measurement bases de-
pend upon the measurement result at qubit k when the
byproduct operator is propagated backward to the input
side of the network. The method to calculate the for-
ward and backward cones follows immediately from their
definitions. Quite surprisingly, it will turn out that only
backward cones will appear in the computational model
that finally emerges. Nevertheless, the forward cones are
used to identify the sets of simultaneously measurable
qubits as is explained below.

What does it mean that a cluster qubit j is in the for-
ward cone of another cluster qubit k, j ∈ fc(k)? Accord-
ing to the definition, a byproduct operator created via
the measurement at cluster qubit k influences the mea-
surement angle ϕj,meas at cluster qubit j. To determine
the measurement angle at j one must thus wait for the
measurement result at k. Therefore, the forward cones
generate a temporal ordering among the measurements.
If j ∈ fc(k), the measurement at qubit j is performed
later than that at qubit k. This we denote by k ≺ j

j ∈ fc(k) ⇒ k ≺ j. (11)

The relation “≺” is a strict partial ordering, i.e. it is
transitive and anti-reflexive. Anti-reflexivity is required
for the scheme to be deterministic. Transitivity we use
to generate “≺” from the forward cones. This partial
ordering can now be used to construct the sets Qt ⊂ C
of cluster qubits measured in measurement round t. Be
Q(t) ⊂ C the set of qubits which are to be measured in the
measurement round t and all subsequent rounds. Then,
Q0 is the set of qubits which are measured in the first
round. These are the qubits of which the observables σx,
σy or σz are measured, so that the measurement bases
are not influenced by other measurement results. Fur-
ther, Q(0) = C. Now, the sequence of sets Qt can be

constructed using the following recursion relation

Qt =
{

q ∈ Q(t)|¬∃p ∈ Q(t) : p ≺ q
}

Q(t+1) = Q(t)\Qt.
(12)

All those qubits which have no precursors in some re-
maining set Q(t) and thus do not have to wait for results
of measurements of qubits in Q(t) are taken out of this set
to form Qt. The recursion proceeds until Q(tmax+1) = ∅
for some maximal value tmax of t.

Let us now discuss the classical processing. The
scheme that emerges is the following: The classical infor-
mation gained by the measurements is processed within
a flow scheme. The flow quantity is a classical 2n-
component binary vector I(t), where n is the number of
logical qubits of a corresponding quantum logic network
and t the number of the measurement round. This vector
I(t), the information flow vector, is updated after every
measurement round. That is, after the one-qubit mea-
surements of all qubits of a set Qt have been performed
simultaneously, I(t − 1) is updated to I(t) through the
results of these measurements. In turn, I(t) determines
which one-qubit observables are to be measured of the
qubits of the set Qt+1. The result of the computation
is given by the information flow vector I(tmax) after the
last measurement round. From this quantity the result
of the readout measurement on the quantum register in
the corresponding quantum logic network can be read off
directly without further processing.

In the following we briefly explain how this model
arises. We already mentioned the accumulated byprod-
uct operator UΣ|Ω which is the product of all the
(UΣ,k)sk , the forward propagated byproduct operators
randomly created by the measurement of qubits k with
outcome sk. UΣ|Ω determines how the readout has to
be interpreted. Now note that the readout measure-
ment results can themselves be expressed in terms of
a byproduct operator. Let the quantum register be in
the state |ψout〉 =

⊗

i∈O |si〉i,z after readout. Then
|ψout〉 can be written as |ψout〉 = UR

⊗

i∈O |0〉i with

UR =
⊗

i∈O(σ
(i)
x )si , i.e. as a byproduct operator UR

acting on some standard state |0〉O. This standard state
contains no information and can henceforth be discarded.
The result of the computation is contained in the byprod-
uct operators. It can be directly read off from the x-part
of the operator UΣ,R|Ω = UΣ|ΩUR.

If one discards the sign of these Pauli operators –an
unphysical global phase– they can be mapped onto ele-
ments of a 2n-dimensional discrete vector space V . For
this we use the isomorphism

I : I ∈ V −→ P/{±1} ∋ U =

n
∏

i=1

(

σ(i)
x

)[Ix]i
(

σ(i)
z

)[Iz ]i
,

(13)

where [Ix]i, [Iz ]i ∈ {0, 1} are the respective components
of Ix, Iz and P denotes the Pauli group. In particular,
the x-part of I = I−1(UΣ,R|Ω) represents the result of
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the quantum computation, corresponding to the readout
in the network model.

To establish the terminology in which the classical in-
formation processing with the QCC is described, we in-
troduce the byproduct images and the symplectic scalar

product. The byproduct image Fk of a cluster qubit
k ∈ C is defined as Fk = I−1(UΣ,k|Ω). Note that in
the byproduct operators for the implementation of the
CNOT- and the π/2-phase gate there are additional con-
tributions which do not depend upon measurement re-
sults, i.e. the byproduct operators are not the identity
for all measurement results being zero. These additional
byproduct operators have their byproduct images as well.
Since they cannot be related to a particular cluster qubit
we attribute them to the gate g by whose implementation
they are introduced and denote them by Fg.

Byproduct images are easier to manipulate than the
forward propagated byproduct operators to which they
correspond via I. There hold the relations I(Fk +Fl) =
±I(Fk)I(Fl), I(skFk) = ±(I(Fk))

sk . The symplectic
scalar product of two byproduct images Fk, Fl is defined
as

(Fk,Fl)S = F
T
k,xFl,z + F

T
k,zFl,x mod 2. (14)

It is invariant under the Clifford group. A first appli-
cation of the objects introduced above is the cone test
[15],

∀ k ∈ C, j ∈ Q(1) : j ∈ fc(k) ∨ j ∈ bc(k) ⇔ (Fj ,Fk)S = 1.
(15)

Whether a qubit lies in some other qubits backward or
forward cone can be read off from the respective byprod-
uct images.
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FIG. 4: Forward and backward cones. The measurement of a
cluster qubit k for the implementation of the shown quantum
logic network may, depending on the measurement outcome,
result in a byproduct operator σz (the underlying cluster and
measurement pattern is not shown). This byproduct oper-
ator is propagated forward to act upon the output register
as UΣ,k|Ω. In forward propagation, it flips the measurement
angles of the cluster qubits m, n by whose measurement one-
qubit rotations are implemented. The cluster qubits m and n
are thus in the forward cone of k, m, n ∈ fc(k), while l and o
are not. Similarly, i, j ∈ bc(k).

We are now ready to discuss the process of compu-
tation. The goal is to collect all the byproduct images

weighted with the measurement results, i.e. to finally
obtain I = I−1(UΣ,R|Ω) =

∑

g Fg +
∑

k∈C skFk with
all the cluster qubits measured in the correct basis. Be-
fore the computation starts we propagate forward all the
byproduct operators attributed to the gates since they
do not depend on any measurement results. This re-
verses a number of angles specifying one-qubit rotations
in the network to simulate. In this way, we obtain the al-
gorithm angles {ϕinit

j,algo} from the network Euler angles.

Further we collect the byproduct images of the gates,
Iinit =

∑

g Fg.
In the first measurement round we measure all the

cluster qubits k ∈ Q0 thereby removing the redundant
qubits, implementing the Clifford gates of the circuit and
measuring the “output register”. This leaves us with
byproduct operators scattered all over the place. These
byproduct operators we propagate forward and include
their byproduct images into the information flow vector
at time t = 0, I(0) = Iinit+

∑

k∈Q0
skFk. In forward prop-

agation, the byproduct operators reverse some of the al-
gorithm angles. In this way, we update the algorithm an-
gles {ϕinit

j,algo} to the modified algorithm angles {ϕ0
j,algo},

ϕ0
j,algo = (−1)

ηjϕinit
j,algo with ηj =

∑

k∈Q0 | j∈fc(k) sk.

In subsequent measurement rounds we measure cluster
qubits in adapted bases. This also produces byproduct
operators in the middle of the network to simulate and
we propagate them forward as before. The update of I(t)
is just the same as in the first round. We find

I(t) = I(t− 1) +
∑

k∈Qt

skFk = Iinit +
∑

k∈
⋃

t
r=0 Qr

skFk.

(16)

After the final update, I(tmax) = I contains the result of
the computation in its x-part.

As in the first round, the propagation of byproduct op-
erators affects the angles that specify the measurement
bases. The update of these angles in all the subsequent
measurement rounds could be performed in the same way
as in the first round providing one with a complete his-
tory {ϕt

j,algo} of adapted angles. It is not necessary to

generate and store this bulk of information. We only need
to know the adapted angles ϕj,meas at the time when the
respective qubits are measured. These measurement an-
gles ϕj,meas can be obtained in a more compact proce-
dure.

This leads to the question which measurement out-
comes affect the choice of the measurement basis at qubit
j ∈ Qt, t > 0. All the measurement outcomes obtained
at qubits k ∈ C with j ∈ fc(k) contribute, i.e.

ϕj,meas = ϕinit
j,algo (−1)

∑

k∈C | j∈fc(k) sk

= ϕ0
j,algo (−1)

∑

k∈C\Q0 | j∈fc(k) sk .
(17)

In the second line of (17) we can now simplify the sign
factor by use of the cone test (15). First note that the

sum over k ∈ C\Q0 reduces to a sum over k ∈ ⋃t−1
r=1Qr
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because otherwise j 6∈ fc(k). Then, for k ∈ Qr, j ∈ Qt,
1 < r < t qubit j may only be in the forward cone of
qubit k, but never in the backward cone bc(k). Hence,
the cone test simplifies to j ∈ fc(k) ⇐⇒ (Fj ,Fk)S =
1 for such qubits, and we obtain

∑

k∈C\Q0 | j∈fc(k) sk =
∑

k∈
⋃ t−1

r=1 Qr
sk(Fk,Fj)S = (I(t−1)−I(0),Fj)S , and thus

ϕj,meas = ϕ′
j,algo (−1)(I(t−1),Fj)S , (18)

with ϕ′
j,algo = ϕ0

j,algo (−1)(I(0),Fj)S . If one works this

out one finds that the angles ϕ′
j,algo are obtained from

the corresponding Euler angles of the network by prop-
agating the byproduct operators of the gates and of the
qubits measured in the first round backwards to the input
side of the network.

To sum up, the 2n-component binary valued informa-
tion flow vector represents the information that is pro-
cessed with the QCC . Although random in its numerical
value after all measurement rounds but the final one, it
has a meaning in every step of the computation. The rule
for the adaption of measurement bases (18) invokes the
random measurement results of qubits k ∈ C\Q0 only via
the information flow vector. The measurement results on
qubits k ∈ Q0 are absorbed into the angles ϕ′

j,algo and

can be erased after these angles have been set. The angles
ϕ′

j,algo remain unchanged in the further course of com-

putation. After the final update at t = tmax, when there
are no measurement bases left to adjust, the information
flow vector I(tmax) displays the result of the computa-
tion. The update of I(t) (16) and the rule to adjust the
measurement angles (18) are very simple algebraic oper-
ations.

V. CONCLUSION

We have reviewed the computational model underlying
the one-way quantum computer [15], which is very differ-

ent from the quantum logic network model. The logical
depth of certain algorithms is on the QCC lower than
has so far been known for networks. As an example, on
the QCC circuits composed of CNOT-, Hadamard- and
π/2-phase gates have unit logical depth, independent of
the number of gates or logical qubits. The best bound
for networks known previously scales logarithmically. It
therefore seems that the question of temporal complexity
must be revisited.

The formal description of the QCC is based on primi-
tive quantities of which the most important are the sets
Qt ⊂ C of cluster qubits defining the temporal ordering
of measurements on the cluster state, and the binary val-
ued information flow vector I(t) which is the carrier of the
algorithmic information. Much of the terminology that
one is familiar with from the network model has been
abandoned since in case of the QCC no proper meaning
can be assigned to these objects. In fact, the QCC has no
quantum input, no quantum output, no quantum register
and it does not consist of quantum gates.

The QCC is nevertheless quantum mechanical as it uses
a highly entangled cluster state as the central physical
resource. It works by measuring quantum correlations of
the universal cluster state.
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